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Lake Oswego Parks & Recreation 

Customer Excellence Results – Community EVENTS Summer Season FY 21-22 

This report covers survey responses received between September 15 and September 30 for 
five summer EVENT surveys sent to participants. A total of 155 responses were received from 
the 726 emails sent (a little over a 21% response rate.)  
The largest majority of respondents (37%) learned about these community EVENTS through 
the Activities Guide, confirming it as a great way to reach the community. Hello LO and the 
Active Registration Site were also resources used for EVENT information. 

Responses 
N=150 

Activities 
Guide 

Hello LO Active Reg 
Website 

LOPR Web 
Page 

Social 
Media 

# 56 37 36 29 22 
% of Total 37% 25% 24% 19% 15% 

The following pages of this report reflect the survey responses by EVENT (the specific 
EVENT questions asked along with the performance measurement questions asked on the 
Customer Satisfaction survey.) Survey questions that ask for personal data are not included 
in this report. The presentation order of the summarized data and customer feedback 
received is: Barnyard Bolt, Drive-In Concerts, Flicks at the Farm, Petals and Punch and the 
Picnic in the Park series. 
The key Customer Excellence questions asked and results measured for effectiveness are: 

Survey Question Performance Target Summer 2021 Combined 
Results of All 5 Surveys 

Met Expectations 80% Yes 79% Yes 

Value Received 80% Very Satisfied 54% Very Satisfied ** 

Would Recommend 80% Yes 83% Would Recommend 

** None of the 5 events attained the Value Received target of 80% Very Satisfied. The 
overall ratings were especially negatively impacted due to the large number of responses 
for Picnic in the Park and its low rating (Value Very Satisfied 49%) based on the 
overwhelming dissatisfaction with the food. 
The specific, written feedback is separated by EVENT (see “EVENT NAME” FEEDBACK.) 
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BARNYARD BOLT (N=15) 

 

Q2 What was your favorite obstacle? 
Water slide/bubbles 
Slip and slide 
Any of the tall things to climb or the pool noodle thing. 
The slip n slide and small hurdles at the end  
Super Slide! 
The v shaped one you went over with a rope 
Climbs 
I’m not sure I would call them “obstacles”, but the slip and slide was the most entertaining. I 
wish it would have been made more clear that this run was for children, I’d assumed it was 
going to be at least somewhat similar to “Howl at the moon” 
The A frame 
Climbing over and under the wood obstacles or the slip in slide 
I like the rope climbing wall. My kids liked the slip n slide  
They were all good and appropriate 
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BARNYARD BOLT FEEDBACK 
Comments about WHY participation in the activity 

A need for outdoor physical running/walking among healthy happy neighborhoods. 

I liked that it was a relaxed event. However it seemed to lack energy. It seems there could 
be more fun obstacles. Also an additional water stop was needed earlier in the course.  

Get dirty! 

Fun family activity  

Expose young kids to fitness activities 

Why were expectations met or not met? 

Loved it. A couple obstacles were too difficult for a non-Olympian like the rope climbing over 
the board wall 

It was such a fun activity to do WITH my kids! 

It wasn’t made clear that the event would be for children. It would have been nice if the 
obstacles had a more challenging version for adults. I brought my sister and we were a bit 
disappointed, there wasn’t even any mud, which is still kid friendly.  

Keep doing it. 

Great job!  Well run, nice course, well-marked.  Thank you! 

Event was very different than expected unfortunately. 

Recommendations 

If possible, due to Covid, more community get together because some of us are avoiding 
outside crowds to be safe. The farm is a blessing and I am a garden member. 

Bring back the bike races- they were so much fun too 

I saw banners/plastic taping on the run that advertised a previous Oktoberfest event in LO, I 
would go to that with family and friends.   I really enjoyed “Howl at the moon”.  A group 
yoga event outside would be fun, I’ve done those in Portland.   More seasonal craft 
classes/events for adults (wreath making, terrariums, flower baskets, beer making, tie-dye 
shirts and drinks?)  People don’t want to go into Portland right now, so more community 
activities in LO would be great!  

I love that this was appropriate for 5 and up. More family friendly activities for 5+ would be 
great.  

Had a great time and would sign up again next summer. 
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DRIVE-IN CONCERT (N=16) 
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DRIVE-IN CONCERT FEEDBACK 
Comments about WHY participation in the activity 

Enjoy being outdoors and listening to music. 

Something fun to do to enjoy summer! 

The concert was incredible!  Such talent!   Hope those bands come again so we can give 
them the most applause!! 

Do not charge us for this concert or food. We pay enough in taxes for park and rec activities. 
AND...do not charge us for the weekly summer concerts. These are family events, we can 
bring our own food and drink and let us celebrate summer with our families. This era of 
concerts this year were unacceptable for us who have families and are limited incomes. 

At the time of registration, very limited summer concerts. An activity for my family to do 

Great as a tailgate convenient option vs other concerts! 

Fun with friends outside! 

Why were expectations met or not met? 

Enjoyed the concert SO much really hope more are scheduled next year! 

The drive-in concert was fabulously organized, the band was fantastic, and we thoroughly 
enjoyed the evening. 

No as I couldn't leave when I wanted to.   

Loved it!  Great bands! 

Loved it but many didn’t even know about it!   Need to advertise better 

Recommendations 

The survey only allowed me to pick one genre of music, but I would be interested in a variety 
of genres.  For our family, it the opportunity to be outside on  a warm summer evening 
enjoying music and friends.  The volume could be turned down some so we could also enjoy 
conversing with our friends. 

Initially the idea worked due to Covid limitations. However my group really had a great time 
and we were very pleased that we could go up and dance in front of the band. 
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FLICKS AT THE FARM (N=15) 
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FLICKS AT THE FARM FEEDBACK 
Why participants prefer drive-in to traditional movies 

Easier  

More comfortable hanging in the car 

Covid distancing is easier 

We love both options! 

Option to go inside car or outside. Very comfortable. 

Sit in my own vehicle, bring my own food & drinks. 

Comments about WHY participation in the activity 

Family time 

Our family gets to be together and our kids love the experience! 

Date night 

Why were expectations met or not met? 

Went with friends and parked together, it works well for Covid safety 

A bit expensive, but still a lot of fun 

Popcorn was a nice touch 

Free kettle corn was huge! 

Recommendations 

I'd like more Drive-In movie nights at Luscher Farm. So fun! 

More nights, maybe even some Wednesdays in the middle of the summer? 
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PETALS AND PUNCH (N=6) 
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PETALS AND PUNCH FEEDBACK 
Comments about WHY participation in the activity 

No Comments 

Why were expectations met or not met? 

I thought it would be a nice opportunity to meet other families in LO since we just moved 
here, but everyone was seated at their own individual small tables so we didn't meet anyone.  

We had a really wonderful time. really enjoyed ourselves. more likely to attend this type of 
activity over a dance. 

Disappointed in lack of food, and no adequate shade 

Recommendations 

Some sort of meet and greet, otherwise, not sure how my daughter will meet people in and 
around town since she doesn't go to the public school in the area.  Thx so much! 

would be great to see this offered again next summer 
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PICNIC IN THE PARK (N=102) 
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Q3 What was liked (or not liked) about this type of concert versus the regular, 
open to the public concerts? 
Ease of picking up dinner at the event, smaller scale (not crowded) 

I didn't!  I think the open public concerts are way more fun!  More families, more energy - 
better in every way. 

I liked knowing there would be less people. 

Fewer people 

Less crowded.  

Could not just be spontaneous as in the past.  Had to plan for it and commit (by paying in 
advance) to a meal that you don't know about in advance. 

It was nice to have the food however it was a bit of crap shoot as to what you got. Some 
was good, some was inadequate.  A selection of 3 different planned menu options to pre-
purchase might work. 

No lines, no hassle, no crowds, lots of room to spread out.  

The concert felt a little more intimate because of the fewer number of people in attendance.   

Nothing 

Smaller crowds seem like a good idea in our current situation. 

Nothing 

Not much as food choices were not good 

It wasn't crowded!  And easy to park and get there. 

The food and not so crowded with people, felt special.  

It felt more intimate and special, and loved the picnic dinners.   

Nothing 

Just loved the fact it was all spread out.  I felt comfortable knowing you were only letting in 
the people who won that particular lottery.  Great job! 

Small, controlled, knew you had food and socially distanced space to sit 

I liked that it was less crowded and so easy to find a good spot to sit. And because of that 
not necessary to get there super early. 

Worked for Covid. 
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It felt so safe and "spread out" - everyone was so respectful of leaving space and staying in 
their groups (pods?) - it was a wonderful way to enjoy music outside and try a new, local 
restaurant for our meal! 

I really like it because of Covid.  If there was no covid, I think it should be free and open to 
all so we all can enjoy. 

small, more intimate, it was really nice 

I like the smaller crowds. 

It was a good alternative under the circumstances. 

I just like concerts. I don't mind if they're open to the public. However, the quality of the 
food was actually kind of poor (chuckies pies didn't even have pizza!). So we would not do 
the pre-made food and instead bring something more satisfying for ourselves. 

It was the only concert offered and we liked the venue so we purchased the tickets.  We 
liked being able to sit closer to the stage and the extra spacing from other attendees. 

we went confident that we would be able to social distance 

Well, honestly it wasn't nearly as fun as the open concerts. However, I understand why the 
city made the decision to be cautious and I was grateful that there were options. Also, I 
thought it was too bad that children weren't allowed (so our friends couldn't join) and yet 
there were a few children at the concert we attended. I thought that was odd. 

The meals were a great idea but the quality wasn’t there once they finally were eaten.  

We pay taxes that pay for these functions and for the city to limit it to lottery is unfair to all 
Lake Oswego residents.  

I didn’t! I thought it was absurd in a zip code that in July that had over 80% of the people 
vaccinated and by August had close to 90% of people vaccinated. You could have provided 
the opportunity for more people to attend who live locally, but you didn’t. You developed this 
in April and didn’t make adjustments to accommodate the reopening of the state and insisted 
on adhering to what you already had in place instead of creating more openings (free of 
charge would have been nice). Why?  

Smaller crowds.   

This is the first one I've been to, but I liked how much space there was, not too crowded 

More parking 

get to hear live music again in a small intimate setting 

Increased feelings of personal health safety and controlled crowds 

I prefer the regular, open to the public concerts 
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We were able to sit a bit closer to the musicians than in the larger venues.  

Smaller less crowded  

less crowded and easier to park 

more room to spread out for social distancing, nice to get dinner at a reasonable price 

Everything!  Please do a series of ticketed concerts next year, just as you did this year.  

I liked that we could sit up front and not worry about having to arrive too early to get a 
house seat.   

Limited attendees, so easier to social distance.  

Smaller, more manageable size.  

with Covid still being a concern for my family it was nice having a smaller venue. 

Less commotion.  Really liked it. 

It was nice to be able to park close and not have to be there super early to get great 
parking!! I felt like it was more intimate and special. 

Less crowded 

Just felt more relaxed with fewer people.   No struggle for best seats, or best view.   Parking 
was simple.    

We felt very safe at these concerts with social distancing 

The smaller amount of people for the concert. 

Purchasing tickets in advance ensured the event would not be too crowded - plenty of space 
to spread out and no need to get there too early.  

Liked the concept of the food (meals as part of the ticket price) but the sandwiches weren’t 
great. The other food option promised wasn’t available. 

I loved the smaller, more intimate feeling of it all!  Also, it was nice to have people there who 
really appreciated the music, it felt more like a concert that you would purchase tickets to 
and really pay attention, rather than just a neighborhood gathering where people really didn't 
pay attention to the performers (at times). 

I much prefer the open public concerts it feels very unfair to those that are unaware  What is 
required and the hoops to go to concert in park 

relaxed environment and space to spread out. Could actually hear the music 

much more manageable from a safety perspective, fewer interuptions, plenty space to picnic 
and sit and visit.  

I liked that there were no kids running around. It was a nice adult evening.  
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I know this sounds negative, not meant to, but really nothing, didn’t care, just so so glad you 
were creative and put it together, so we had the opportunity. Thank you, liked the former 
format. 

Just getting out w friends and the ability to secure multiple seats 

Smaller and less crowded 

I like the size and that it was only people from Lake Oswego and not all of Portland. 

In a pandemic it was great to have more space on the field but really, the open concerts had 
room as well. 

Limited size 

Food 

I did not like this format.  The concerts should be open and free to the public.  Many in LO 
could not afford the fee for the food. 

Perhaps it was less crowded (although it still seemed very big) and felt safer during Covid 
times. 

I attended Petty Fever, paid the upcharge six tickets, only three people could go with the 
rescheduling deal.  Essentially doubled paid for food. 

Liked smallness but not having to pay $14 pp for mediocre food 

The intimate environment. 

Small, intimate 

It wasn't crazy packed. Nice vibe. 

More intimate and well planned. 

Less crowds. Elbow room was fantastic this summer! I loved the current model. 

Small group 

I hated the food from Sabrazon. We got the vegetarian option, were told they were all the 
same thing, then I ended up with a burrito and the rest of my family got lettuce wraps that 
they thought were horrible 

It was less crowded 

I liked the option for a smaller crowd but also enjoy the regular sized concerts with food 
carts and the ability to just show up.  

I liked that it was small, but the limited number of tickets per person wasn’t enough for even 
two families!!! 
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I prefer the larger more open concerts, but in light of the pandemic, I felt much safer being 
able to enjoy the outdoor concerts without over crowding. 

The food! 

I like the open. I got 1 ticket the in July and 0 in aug. I went to 4 as I shared with others. I 
used to go to 2 a week. There was so much space that could of been filled. It was a big 
shame  

Smaller size and LO residents  

I did like that it was less crowded, however, the bigger crowd made it more fun, so I like 
both venues, but I think I prefer the regular venue 

I like how it limited attendance  

Like regular open to the public better, if it’s possible. 

Small crowds were good but the food choices were not- small portion and not hot.  

the food was good and the smaller audience. I prefer Millennium Park over Westlake park  

Meals would be nice ONLY if you guarantee what is ordered. We ordered based on diets 
restrictions and ended up with meals we didn’t order. 

It was SO easy!  The parking was easy.  The timing was good.  The meal provided kept it 
simple.  We went to three this summer and loved all of them.   

Loved that I know it wouldn't be too crowded and that food was included 

More personal 
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PICNIC IN THE PARK FEEDBACK 
Comments about HOW heard about the EVENT 

Google search 

LO Down newsletter 

Nextdoor 

Appreciate how you communicate events via various methods 

I got an email from Parks & Rec that tickets for the concert had opened up. I had originally 
entered the lottery for two concerts listed in the Activities Guide but did not get tickets for 
those concerts.   

I received an email.  

Frank Murray 

 
Comments about WHY participation in the activity 

It's fun to listen to music in the park....dance - converse w/ neighbors...etc. 

Good music outside 

Love concerts in the park and go to all I can. Especially like danceable rock bands. 

Fun! 

There wasn't a lot of notice when tickets became available...I ended up getting a couple of 
options, but only at the last minute. The one I attended was a great experience for the 
family.  

Enjoyment of live music and dancing with my neighbors! 

History of having a strong P&R presence for opportunities to meet with the staff and gain a 
better understanding of all they do with the preparation and hard work for great events 
where all are welcome. 

It was just fun to be around other people after being apart for such a long time! 

Great job with the concerts!  I loved being able to go to the ones I picked.  Even if I didn't 
get one, I was still satisfied that I'd be fine with what i got!  Thank you so much! 

To listen to music and enjoy food by a local restaurant. 

Enjoy the outdoors with amazing music! 
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Enjoy and relax with music outside while talking to friends. 

Gather together safely for music & outing. 

Kids have a ton of fun at outdoor music! 

outdoor family joy 

Enjoy live music outside close to home. Participation in the concert is largely dependent on 
the musical group involved.   I attend if the music is of interest to me. 

Time to be with family and friends 

Family time 

I was able to invite people to join us and have them feel safe 

A very nice way to gather with friends, it was like throwing a party, but not at my house!!! 

To be outside and feel " normal" for a few hours. 

Socialize and listen to good music 

Enjoyment of the arts 

Socialize and Enjoy Friends and Music 

I like live music! 

Just a chance to enjoy good music with friends. 

I like the outdoor concert venues. 

Like the music 

Fun and entertaining in an outside environment. 

After months of not being able to safely enjoy being with others, it was wonderful to 
participate in the concerts and feel somewhat normal again.  The bands and musicians were 
all wonderful. 

Enjoyment and music appreciation  

I look forward to these concerts every summer and I was so disappointed about the concerts 
being cancelled last summer, but understood...dang Covid.    

It was just nice to get outside and be around people.  

Enjoy music 

Why were expectations met or not met? 

In the past I enjoyed going just to go to something that didn’t cost money but you ruined it 
this year.  
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Free open concerts had much better attendance. Just have food carts there.  

The food provided was not sufficient. It had been described as a meal but was really only a 
main entree. Ideally there would be more choice and sides.  

Please do a series of ticketed concerts next year, just as you did this year.  

Do not charge for concerts again. Do not force people to choose food from a restaurant that 
you chose. Allow all restaurants in lake oswego to offer something if they want to do so. 

The caterers for the last concert were leaps and bounds above the others! (Just a note that a 
vegan option that serves non-vegan sides misses the point of choosing vegan.) 

I tried Vegan and Meat options and every time, was gravely disappointed.  Some were so 
bad I couldn't eat.  They weren't even balanced meals, or healthy. 

Except that the band was not good. By their own admission they hadn’t practiced in over a 
year 

The round table cloths were a nice touch 

The only negative thing that happened is a fairly long wait in line to get the dinner because 
there was a wait for the food to be delivered.   

Food could have been better. 

Great community event to promote the importance of a Community  

For the concerts?  Very fun! 

The meal for the rescheduled Tom Petty fever wasn’t very good.  

Terrific!  Totally enjoyed being there and loved every minute of it all! 

If the food was better I would be open to purchasing it in the future 

I thought it was very well organized and food from Celebrate was great! 

Food quality was poor, even from restaurants I know to be good. Budget too low, maybe? 
Would have been better off advertising it as snacks than a meal, and providing a smaller 
amount of better food. 

My expectations were low, honestly. The band (Earth, Wind, and Fire Tribute - Kalimba) was 
great. The prepaid food was really awful. I thought there would be food trucks at least and 
rather wish we had just brought our own food. 

The meal served at the one we attended was terrible  

Attended Tom Grant concert and the food service was not up to expectation.  Tacos were 
cold and the tortilla shells were brittle (difficult to eat without a mess). 
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Petty Fever was exceptional and awesome. Great music, great setting. Hated the meal and 
felt overcharged for food that did not want. 

Please do a series of ticketed concerts next year, just as you did this year.  

The food was 2nd rate and not a good value.  Otherwise, an enjoyable experience and I’d do 
it again.   

There weren’t really any families.  

The food was okay but overall experience was awesome. 

Actually nicer than planned!  

Please continue to offer these next summer in addition to the free ones 

The concerts were enjoyable.  The food was good sometimes ie the burritos were delicious.  
The taco meal was not good. 

It was disappointing when the food at the concert catered by Chuckie Pies was not pizza. We 
all assumed it would be. 

Food could’ve been better (see above comment). 

It went above and beyond my expectations!  It was very well organized and the food was 
great too! 

The food wasn’t very good 

The food was really bad at the concert downtown with Todd Haaby. 

If there is a government mandate of social distancing I understand the tickets but there 
should be no charge and people should be able to bring their own food as we have done so 
in the past   

Got sick from food , hated food choices 

I would have liked some additional speakers set around the venue because the musicians 
were hard to hear clearly. 

It did, but the food was disappointing.  

Music was great, but the food was cold.  I much prefer the open concerts with the fact that I 
can bring my own food.   

Great band and food!! 

The food was very disappointing. We waited in line nearly an hour for our food (it arrived 
late) and the quality was not good. But the band and concert were very good. 

Other than the additional out of pocket expense Petty Fever was terrific  

Food quality poor 
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The pre-purchase meals were very disappointing. Food selection & portion size was 
underwhelming. 

Thank you to the staff for planning, implementing and working the events! It was truly a 
highlight of the summer!! 

We all hated the food from Sabrazon 

So much unused space that could have housed more people  

Jamie and the team did a fantastic job. The sponsors were so generous too. 

These events are so wonderful!!!  We really appreciate that the City puts these on. 

The food was hit and miss. Some really good, some not so much.  

Music yes  Food no 

Music was great. Meal was an overpriced disappointment as we did not receive what we paid 
for 

Exceeded our expectations.  So much fun! 

It was a nice concert but we really wished water was available. We didn't bring enough as I 
thought it would be available with the food and were very thirsty. 

Regarding Value 

Pay for concert without meal. 

It was a little expensive. I would love a higher quality meal.   

Would have preferred some food trucks to choose from instead of an iffy meal prepared WAY 
in advance and not very good.  Charge less per ticket and let us bring our own food or 
purchase from a food truck. 

Food was not very good.  

Appreciated how P& R wanted to support local food providers but, felt they could not provide 
the quality and freshness of food items   

I thought you did a great job considering the circumstances! 

I think all the pre-packaged stuff is adding to the landfill.  There were a lot of containers and 
then people were just throwing everything in the trash.  We need to be more aware of our 
waste at these larger events. 

food was ok 

The vegan meal (wrap) was not good.  In the future it would nice to have more option, such 
as pescatarian or vegetarian. 
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If the fee were higher I would have expected better food... Could have been lower with no 
food, and I would also have been happy. 

Again, the band was wonderful. I was happy to pay for the music, but not the food.  

The concert music was great, the over regulation and forced requirement to choose fold from 
a restaurant wasn’t great. How much did you get as a service charge off of each ticket sold? 
Where’s that money going? 

Great music, food could have done without. 

Sid not want or enjoy food - felt unnecessary and overcharged for food. Should have option 
to opt-out of meals. Loved that we could bring wine. 

The musicians were absolutely superb. I just felt awful that more people couldn’t enjoy them 

Please do a series of ticketed concerts next year, just as you did this year.  

Music, band and people were great.  Downside was the food.  

Disappointed that our menu choices were gone by the time we reached the front of the line 
at the meal booth.  

Box Food was disappointing 

However you don't need to provide a meal.  Just a small charge for the music or no charge 
and just RSVP and Keep it small 

The food was not worth the price. 

The musicians were wonderful. The food was very disappointing.  Please focus on 
strengthening the food choices. 

The band was OK but the food was beyond horrible and everyone was crowded on the grass 
and the sun was blinding us. You guys had blankets laid out on the concrete pavers in the 
sun - as if! 

I wish it had been an actual meal instead of just a sandwich! 

Wonderful  

I prefer the free ones, but if you did one that was fee based, I'm sure I would attend. 

The food wasn’t worth the price, but understand the commitment and support of small 
businesses at the time.  

Ordered a specific meal and did not receive what we ordered 

The restaurant food was really not well executed but the performers and staff were great 

The meals were more of an appetizer and the ones that needed to be served hot were luke 
warm 
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Comments about Recommending to a Friend 

Not in the form it was presented in 2021.  Hard to start charging for something that has 
always been free.  But if it returns to normal in 2022 I would recommend it.  

Safe, organized and family friendly environment with good music and P&R reps on-site 
including Ranger Ben  

I heard through Next Door that people grumbled about the concerts having a price tag.  I 
loved it as it made the experience so much better, so I would keep doing them!  I didn't love 
the food choices, though.  Sorry! 

We cannot WAIT for the next concerts!  I only wish they could be offered in the fall, when 
the weather is still nice! 

Qualify the "yes" depending on the musical group. 

As the only option it was fine, but the larger events are much nicer 

Recommendations about Picnic in the Park 

Make concerts free again.  let folks decide if they want to go or not.   The concerts are 
Westlake were so boring compared to years past.  And people weren’t even social distancing! 

You are doing a wonderful job! 

More of these ticketed concerts, it was a great price for food and entertainment. Thanks! 

More outdoor concerts! (I know this is tough, living in Oregon) 

Offer cold foods with minimal packaging.  The lasagna was good but it was cold.  Do we 
really need a bag for each person?   Maybe get one slightly larger bag and group the food all 
into this one bag or tell people to bring their own bag to carry food back.  Offer water. 

If there are limited ticket concerts in the future (hopefully there won't need to be) allowing 
children to attend and having food trucks on site (like it used to be) would be a great 
improvement. 

NO LOTTERY! 

See if Marv and Rindi Ross would perform next year (Quarterflash). 

More music!!! 

Please do a series of ticketed concerts next year, just as you did this year.  

Keep these concerts up.   

As always, clear descriptions about what the event entails, options etc.    We arrived not 
really understanding the meal options etc, and wished we’d had more information.   But staff 
and volunteers were all VERY kind and helpful, as always.   You guys do a great job!   Thank 
you for all your effort.    
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I'd love to have some more of these concerts next year where you have to reserve a spot, I 
thought it was very worthwhile!  Thank you for doing this, it was a wonderful activity this 
summer!!! 

More concerts and family outings in the park harvest fest, egg hunt, Classical symphony 
music 

No suggestion, great job, thank you, for making summer 2021 almost normal. Lots of balls in 
the air, you did it in retract ordinary circumstances.  

More of this type of concerts in the future.  Tom Grant was amazing 

Just keep the live music rolling! 

Better food choices and larger portions  

No, but thank you so much for making this happen for all of us. Especially during a difficult 
year for planning! You're awesome! 

Be more willing to spin on a fine while still honoring contracts to allow for more people to 
enjoy 

You're all doing a great job! 

Music is great  

More concerts 

It would be more about the musicians. I would keep Kalimba, Todd Haaby, Arron Meyers and 
Michael Allen Harrison. I would work on getting Hit Machine, Norman Sylvester and say Ben 
Rice. 
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Recommendations about OTHER LOPR programming 
Bingo! 

Outdoor movies (without dogs or young children) 

Kids activities…scavenger hunts, treasure hunts, fun races…field day stuff! 

Liked the drones a couple years ago  - have school band or theater group perform at the 
beginning or intermission   - events for kids to compete for fun and all win - scavenger hunt 
where they get answers to questions from attendees I.e. “Name a famous MoYown song or 
band” as they’d have to ask older attendees 

Palisades elementary camps need lunch-time care provided. Parents have to leave work to 
pick kids up after morning camp and drop off again for afternoon camp. Silly! 

I would like to see parks and rec, and the city for that matter- fully SUPPORT LOCR in their 
quest to find a year round place for middle and high school kids to erg exercise so they can 
argument their rowing year round. Furthermore, I’d like to see the city and park and rec 
provide enough venue space for LOCR to host regattas! Those are huge money making 
events for the entire city because people have to travel and they stay in the regatta location 
for a weekend! I’m extremely dissatisfied with the inability of the City and specifically parks 
and recreation to fully support all aspects of the community rowing club. You take their 
enrollment money, you overcharge the cost of your so called service (bathrooms were closed 
most of the year according to my kids), and you haven’t provided any significant upgrades to 
the boathouse. You make it so difficult for them to operate its shameful.  

Bike trail around the lake and/or along the river.   Thank you for all your hard work!  

Pickleball? 

Line dancing  Ukulele classes 

Something that would take us onto the lake 
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